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Introduction
As t he distinctive 'two piece' or composite wooden adze haft in
Nev Zealand has been fully described previous l y (Keyes,1971,1973) the
distinguishing characters of t he artefact type need only be briefly
menti oned here.
The composite ad ze haft (unlike convent i onal single piece hafts )
consists of two portions - an intermediate socket into which an adze is
lashed and a separate handle to which t he attenuated posterior end of the
socket i s attached.
The 'scoop like' adze socket (cf. s pecimen figured
herein ) component i s a distinct, readily identifiable artefact (Keyes,1971 )
and provides t he best evidence f or recognising the composite hafting atyle.
The handles however are more likely to be overlooked as being part of this
artefac t t ype than are the sockets.
They are however independently
diagnostic and can be distinguished by t he following criteria (Keyes,1973) ,
arranged in order of importance.
1.

Unlike the convention.al haft , the 'toe' ~ portion of the foot
is minimal or absent and the toe remnant preaenta a squared face
which abutts agai nst the shouldered mid-portion of the socket.

2;

Compared wi t h conventional hafts t he foot is virtually 'reversed',
as t he heel portion of the foot is considerably extended rearwards.
I t is reduced laterally and ventrally which provides for a firm
lashing gri~, and possesses an end knob which is sometiaes highly
ornamented {Keyes,1973 ) .

3.

The foot i s noticeabl y Tery narrow as it serves only to carry the
narrow attenuated end of the socket.

4.

Handles have a very low foot angle ( in relation to ah.aft ) of about
30 degrees.

5.

The handles are l i ght-weight and generally haTe a forward bowed
abaft, and t erminate i n a f ormed knob at the di stal end of the s haft.

These criter ia ar e based on t he ' type specimen ', a complete haft
f r om Mangati Swamp (Keyes,1971 :84 , Fi g. A-C ; 1973:1 18 ,Fig.2b) and they
readily di a ~ ose the range of ornamented handles known f r om Ta ranaki
(Keyes,1973).
Ther e are other handles available whi ch possess s ome of
the features of a composite haft style (e. g. Bel l vood,1978 : 56, Fig. 28,
no. 210) but in the absence of a ful l range of clea rly r ecognisable
featur es their r elationship mus t be left in doubt.
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FIGURE 1.

The Nulcumaru socket : a. posterior;
view.

b. anterior;

c. side
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This two-piece hafting style, where the adze i s fitted into a separa t e s ocket, i s somewhat s imilar to the rotatory adze sleeves of various
parts of Polynesia, Mic ronesia and F,el anesia (Keyes, 1973),
However the
New Zealand type is ngt a rotatory style (whe re the axis of the adze can
be rotated thro~h 90 from a horizontal plane to a vertical position
f or side cutting) but a fixed position hafting in the conventional manner,
It is a hafting style that is apparently of Classic Maori origin and a
method ideally suited to hafting small r ounded-sectioned adzes of the
'2B' type.
The extended socket with projecting adze would give even a
short stone adze a considerable extension and the charact eristically
short, bowed, light-weight shaft with low foot angle suggests it was an
artefact for close carefully working, particula rly for canoe hollowing,
where i t could be used for both longitudinal and transverse cutting, It
was a s ingle 'compromise' artefact of Classic Maori culture that probably
replaced the earlier traditional specialised early East Polynesian adze
types that were present i n New Zealand's Archaic cult ure, especially the
side-hafted adze (Duff type '5A' ) which was a basic canoe building tool
(Xeyes,1971, 1972; Moore, Keyes & Orchiston,1979:56,58 ),
The Nukumaru specimen
Thia specimen of a socket from a composite adze haft was donated to
the Vanganui Museum in 1979 (Fig.1)
From the limited an.Hable infomation associated with the specimen rMr D,'W. Cimino, pen. co11111.) it was
apparently one of two specimens originally recovered f?'OII a small lake
at Nukumaru .many years ago.
The other specimen was destroyed.
'!'he
small lake referred to would be one of the swampy lakes that occur in the
depress i ons between the fixed sand dunes immediately to the east and west
of Nukumaru Station Road - like Lakes Waikato, Marahau or a smaller
unnamed body of water which is possibly now drained.
In overall length the specimen measures 270ma.
Only two other
specimens of the nine sockets previously measured exceed this length,
Mid section width is 4511111; thickness 36111111 adze socket cavity length
c. 50mm and width c. 351111l,
The upper sides of the socket are broken
off.
This specimen is notable for i ts considerable mid-section length
and short socket cavity for receiving the butt end of the
These
two fea t ures in combination suggest that the original fitted adse was
only a short specimen and greater ' reach' and forward extension of the
adze blade was obtained by producing a socket with an el0Jl89.ted midsecti on.
Another f eature of note is that on the underside of the socket,
the shoulder agains t which the t oe of the haft abutts is not squarely cut
at right angles to the axis of the specimen,
It is cut as a hollow 'V '
to take an obviously V-shaped t oe on the foot of the handle (Fig.1a).
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Distribution of recorded localities (17) from which examples
of compoaite adze hafts have been recovered .
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Recovered examples of sockets and handles with locality details
recorded (Keyes,1971, 1973; Adkin,1948) provides the present distribution pattern f or this artefact type (Fig .2 ).
An absence of any
record from the Wangsnui r egion previously created an important gap
(Keyes,1973: 127) in distribution betlreen the southern Taranaki specimens and the three handles from Lake Horowhenua (Adkin,1948, Figs, 121,
122, 133) which possess enough characters to sugges t they are of (or
relate to) the composite haft type (especially Adkin,1948, Fig. 122 see discussion, Keyes,1973: 127) .
As with all archaeological studies
the presence of ' gape' in artefact distributions are difficult to
interpret as to whether t hey are only apparent or real, and whether
future finds will confirm or alter earlier conclusions.
The existence of the Nukumaru s pecimen consolidates a distribution
pattern for the compos ite haft that now covers moat of the western
North Island.
Future recovery of wooden artefacts from swamps in
other areas may in time confirm whether the composite haft style had
a restricted western occurrence or a wider distribution.
At present
its distribution pattern is interpreted to be related to the d±atribution of the 2B adze style.
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